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Abstract: Background: Organizational learning theory has retained considerable attention 

in the past decades from a wide array of academic disciplines in social sciences. Yet few 

integrative efforts have satisfactorily offered a comprehensive and systematic articulation 

of the concept of organizational learning with regards to: (a) its core constitutive dimensions 

and associated mechanisms; (b) the analytical levels from such mechanisms operate  

(e.g., workers, teams, organizations); as well as (c) their interplay. Methods: This article 

builds on a critical synthesis of predominant approaches in organizational learning theory 

(i.e., structural functionalist, social constructivist and middle range approaches), highlighting 

the contributions of each approach on the key analytical elements guiding our inquiry  

(i.e., core dimensions and associated mechanisms, analytical levels, interplay). Drawing 

from the work of sociologists Anthony Giddens and Margaret Archer on agency-structure 

theory, we develop a series of theoretical propositions supporting the Organizational 

Learning Practices (OLP) concept as a unifying heuristic tool. Results: OLP are defined as 

a set of collectively shared practices held by members of a given organization embedded in 

normative, political, and semantic dynamics. At the heart of such dynamics lies organizational 

knowledge as a power resource pivotal to the sustainable development of organizations,  

as well as that of their members. Conclusion: OLP offer promising answers to on-going 
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debates in organizational learning theory, and we conclude by discussing concrete guidelines 

to advance research and practice on OLP. 
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1. Introduction 

Since its first introduction by Cyert and March [1], the concept of organizational learning has long 

been portrayed as a key milestone for the sustainability of organizations. The purpose it pursues is  

one of high relevance to organizational research and practice, that is, the comprehension of the 

dynamics through which organizations adapt to environmental complexity, uncertainty and change. 

Despite significant advancements in multidisciplinary research on organizational learning [2], a close 

examination of past narratives reviews emphasizes the important challenges still currently faced in the 

achievement of a systematic definition of the core constitutive domains of organizational learning [3–8]. 

Along with others [4], we believe that resolving such an issue warrants a finer appreciation of 

organizational learning through the determination of its core constitutive domains, their levels of 

analysis (i.e., workers, teams, organization) and interconnections. The aim of this paper consists in 

introducing the heuristic tool of organizational learning practices, which results from such an 

endeavor. Accordingly, the first part of the paper offers a critical review of the dominant theoretical 

approaches in organizational learning theory. The second part introduces the sociological work of 

Anthony Giddens and Margaret Archer laying the analytical foundations of our tool. Finally, we 

outline implications for future research and practice on organizational learning. 

2. Organizational Learning Theory: A Critical Overview 

Historically, organizational learning theory has mirrored traditional epistemological debates 

encountered elsewhere in organizational sciences about the place allocated to micro- and macrolevels 

of analysis from which the organizational reality can be understood [9,10]. Summarily, three main 

streams of research have characterized organizational learning theory to date: (a) macrolevel approaches 

focusing on organizational- and societal-level dynamics (e.g., organizational structures, interorganizational 

networks); (b) microlevel approaches focusing on individual- and group-level dynamics (e.g., individual 

reflexivity, intersubjective exchanges); and (c) middle range approaches working towards the integration 

of (a) and (b). For parsimony purposes, we will limit the critical appraisal of the macro and microlevel 

approaches to those most often associated with structural functionalism and social constructivism. 

2.1. Structural Functionalist Approach to Organizational Learning 

The structural functionalist approach had a major influence on contemporary conceptualizations of 

organizational learning [6–8,11–13]. Conventionally, proponents of this approach conceive organizational 

learning as a process of acquisition, diffusion, interpretation and institutionalization of knowledge 

critical to the achievement of organizational goals [7]. One basic assumption held here resides in the 

consideration of organizations as multilevel systems whose learning is made possible through the 
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medium of their subunits (e.g., individuals, groups), although emergent properties of the learning process 

located at the level of the organization are clearly the main focus [3]. A recent structural functionalist 

formulation proposed by Casey [14] exemplifies well this stream of research. 

For Casey [14], the organizational learning process parallels the four functions of social systems 

described in the sociological work of Talcott Parsons [10]. Parsons’ theory of action posits that social 

systems are composed of multiple interdependent subsystems working towards the preservation of  

the systemic stability when exposed to environmental sources of variations. Four specific functions are 

required to insure the systemic stability: adaptation (i.e., adjustment of systemic needs to environmental 

sources of variations), goal attainment (i.e., definition and attainment of systemic goals), integration 

(i.e., coordination of the subsystems in alignment with the adaptation and goal attainment functions of 

the global social system) and pattern maintenance or latency (i.e., dissemination of values to societal 

members in order to develop their motivation to participate to the sustainability of the global social 

system in time). 

Following this, Casey [14] reorganized influential contributions on key mechanisms of the 

organizational learning process along Parsons’ work: (a) the adaptation subsystem captures the 

interface between the internal and external environment of organizations as a source of information 

input (e.g., [13]); (b) the goal attainment subsystem, the action-reflection mechanisms required to 

strategically plan organizational goals (e.g., [15]); (c) the integration subsystem, the sharing of information 

across different parts of the organization (e.g., [16]); and (d) the pattern maintenance or latency 

subsystem, the institutionalization mechanisms which confer collective meaning, control and guidance 

for coherent organizational members’ practices to unfold (e.g., [8]). In terms of analytical levels from 

which the organizational learning process is postulated to operate, the structural functionalist approach 

acknowledges both individual and organizational components to the process. To illustrate, the goal 

attainment subsystem is suggested to be operationalized at the organizational level with strategic 

planning resources and policies, while at the individual level “(…) a corresponding individual learning 

need may be to understand the changes in the mission and goals of the organization and how they will 

affect roles and performance in a department” [14]. 

In our view, an important strength stemming from Casey’s reformulation highlights the consistency 

in the structural functionalist approach in circumscribing key mechanisms of the organizational 

learning process. Yet, we contend that the dominant macrolevel view put forth yields a limited  

account of the organizational learning process for two reasons. First, the reliance on systemic order  

and coherence—that is, on the necessity to achieve a common adhesion by individual agents to 

organizational goals, values and roles upheld to explain the transition from an individual to an 

organizational form of learning—undervalues the complexity of the organizational dynamics at play. 

This is so because the capacity to determine which organizational goals, values and roles should be  

put forth in the preservation of the systemic coherence of the organizational system is not uniformly 

granted across individual agents [17]. By failing to acknowledge such power dynamics and their 

corresponding legitimacy basis [18], the structural functionalist premise that all organizational members 

are mechanically and equally interested to act on behalf of their organization as individual learning 

agents appears flawed. Second, knowledge is recurrently considered a reified commodity that is only 

meaningfully related to the sustainability of the organizational system as a whole. The conceptualization 

of individual learning agents, of their personal competencies, motivations, and reasons to reproduce 
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the organizational learning process in their day-to-day professional activities remains largely 

underspecified here [19,20]. Consequently, explanations for such microlevel sources of variations and 

their relative contribution to the ecology of the organizational learning process need to be found 

elsewhere than with the structural functionalist approach. 

2.2. Social Constructivist Approach to Organizational Learning 

Recovering a plurality of theoretical propositions from activity theory [21], communities of 

practices [22,23], and a culture-oriented view [20,24], the social constructivist approach precisely 

seeks to reinstate subjectivity into the organizational learning process. In comparison to the precedent 

approach, micro- and mesolevel lenses are predominantly adopted as individual agency and intersubjective 

exchanges become the central focus here. Agency is recognized as the capacity vested in individual 

learning agents to skillfully exchange with their organizational environment [25]. Such skill acquisition 

rests on the reflexive monitoring by the individual learning agents of the social frames characterizing a 

given organizational environment (e.g., norms, values, resources), which guide the course of their 

actions. The social constructivist approach also integrates the notion of social identity to organizational 

learning thereby linking individual learning agents’ needs to purposively connect and anchor their 

daily activities within their organizational contexts of emergence [20]. 

Within this approach, contemporary work on communities of practices has certainly retained the 

most attention in the organizational learning literature. Initially introduced by Lave and Wenger [22], 

communities of practices are generally understood as configurations of agents, activities and conditions 

of life bounded by networks of individuals sharing common activities, resources and accounts of the 

social reality [22]. A central tenet to the communities of practices literature revolves around the necessity 

to reconcile the active role played by learning agents in the construction of organizational knowledge: 

“knowing is an act of participation in complex ‘social learning systems’”[26]. For Wenger [26],  

three mechanisms characterize participation to a given community of practice. A first mechanism 

pertains to the joint enterprise defining membership to a given community by the means of a shared 

understanding among members of their community and its boundaries. Mutual engagement is a second 

mechanism of importance, which provides the normative orientations for and the competency to 

sustain participation to the community. The last mechanism refers to the shared repertoire of communal 

resources such as language, routines, artefacts and long-lasting social practices enacted through social 

exchanges among members of a given community of practice. Specific to the organizational learning 

literature, communities of practices have been associated notably to occupations [27], team projects [28], 

and the participation trajectory of newcomers [29]. Given the structural proximity of the roles, 

responsibilities and resources defining their members, communities of practices have been depicted as 

key mesolevel structures around which collective action can naturalistically unfold in the facilitation of 

the organizational learning process [23]. 

Given the above, the social constructivist approach as exemplified by earlier work on communities 

of practices adds an important contribution to the understanding of the ecology of the organizational 

learning process by positing specific analytical ramifications between micro and mesolevel conditions 

under which organizational learning takes place. As a result, communities of practices provide salient 

contextual features under which individual learning agents’ reflexivity, competency and capability can 
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be understood. Yet, the larger, macrolevel organizational circumstances allowing for communities of 

practices to take place are far less understood [30]. This latter point is notably reminiscent of the 

fundamental difficulty faced by social constructivism to integrate structural elements beyond an 

intersubjective (meso) level of analysis. To illustrate, Gherardhi and Nicolini [31] in a case study 

reported on differences observed in the meaning conveyed to occupational health and safety practices 

among workers from a construction firm. The authors’ analysis centered on variations in safety practices 

among communities of practices associated with specific occupational groups (e.g., engineers, site 

managers, workers). Only few details about organizational features of the construction firm (e.g., 

organizational policies and resources dedicated to occupational health and safety within the firm) were 

provided and considered for analysis, even though such features could have also distinctively and 

concomitantly shaped occupational health and safety practices [32]. This brings us to the reverse and 

yet as limitative situation described earlier with the structural functionalist approach. By focusing on 

mesolevel structures such as communities of practices, the social constructivist approach fails to 

adequately deal with macrolevel sources of variations in the distribution of facilitating or constraining 

resources to the organizational learning process. From a systemic standpoint, this is an important 

limitation as larger, macrolevel organizational circumstances are likely to modulate the nature and 

extent to which such constraints or resources to the organizational learning process are made available 

to communities of practices and their members in the first place. 

2.3. Integrative Approaches to Organizational Learning: Meeting the Expectancies? 

In the past years, there has been a growing recognition for the need to better reflect the 

multidimensional and multilevel nature of mechanisms underlying the organizational learning process. 

While not limited to these (e.g., [33]), we will retain two models that have distinguished themselves 

based on their integrative efforts to reconcile both insights from the precedent approaches (i.e., 

structural functionalist and social constructivist) at the conceptual and empirical levels. 

The first model considered is the Dimensions of the Learning Organization (DLO) developed by 

Watkins and Marsick [34]. The DLO model is interested in the sociotechnical and cultural features of 

the organizational learning process deemed to operate through individual-level (i.e., availability of 

opportunity structures for individual development, critical inquiry, and dialogue among organizational 

members), group-level (i.e., team collaboration and learning) and organizational-level mechanisms 

(i.e., strategic leadership provided by organizational leader, infrastructures for knowledge acquisition, 

dissemination and monitoring of the internal and external organizational environment). According to 

the model and its instrumentation (Dimensions of the Learning Organization Questionnaire: DLOQ), 

the primary analytical units for organizational learning process are the collectively shared practices of 

acquisition, dissemination, interpretation and integration of knowledge defining social exchanges 

within a given organizational setting (e.g., “In my organization, people spend time to build trust with 

each other”). 

Alternatively, the 4I framework proposed by Crossan and associates [35,36] views organizational 

learning as a dynamic process guided by strategic renewal at the basis of which resides a tension 

between the exploitation of past acquired organizational knowledge and the exploration of new 

organizational knowledge. Its primary focus consists in explaining the flow of learning stocks through 
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individual-level (i.e., individual competencies, capability and motivation to undertake their tasks), 

group-level (i.e., group dynamics and shared understanding) and organizational-level mechanisms  

(i.e., alignment of non-human repertories to maintain organizational efficiency). Recursive feedback 

and feed-forward mechanisms insure a dynamic flow of the learning stocks across all levels (i.e., 

individual, group, organizational) of the organizational learning process. Empirically, the Strategic 

Learning Assessment Map (SLAM) builds on individual subjective evaluation of typical learning 

stocks and flows mechanisms characterizing organizational settings (e.g., “Within your organization, 

individuals are able to break out of traditional mind-sets to see things in new and different ways”). 

In spite of their independent development, both models share remarkable similarities in their 

conceptualization of the constitutive components of the ecology of the organizational learning process. 

At the microlevel in both instances, individual learning agents are depicted as highly competent  

(e.g., reflexive, rational, motivated) and capable (e.g., influence over their environment), therefore 

giving credentials to the social constructivist approach. Yet, the agents’ ability to influence their 

organizational environment is not unlimited, and remains contingent upon environmental opportunities 

for learning, and their own competencies to leverage them. As remarked by Watkins and Marsick [34]: 

“The actions the individuals take are constrained by their capacity (e.g., skills, authority, resources  

and power). When individuals act, they may or not perceive the results of their interactions”. At the 

macrolevel, organizational structures considered by these middle range models integrate key mechanisms 

pointed by structural functionalist approach [8,13,16], while providing room for conceptual expansion 

by acknowledging to varying degrees the influence of political inequalities in resources, ideology and 

power, a point nearly absent in the structural functionalist approach. 

Nevertheless, we contend that both models fall short in their explanatory power to adequately integrate 

and articulate the links between the multiple levels of analysis of the ecology of the organizational 

learning process on two accounts. First, the integration of the mesolevel structures (e.g., occupational 

groups, work teams) as an integral part of the organizational learning process translates important 

problems in the recognition of the main collective analytical level from which the organizational 

learning process operates. For instance, in Watkins and Marsick’s model, inclusion of learning 

behaviors displayed by organizational leaders as a core mechanism of the organizational learning 

process overlooks alternative sources of power detained by other groups of agents that may as well be 

determining to the organizational learning process (e.g., unions, technical experts). Past case studies 

have convincingly shown that knowledge is a power resource, paramount to the amount of influence 

agents have over the organizational learning process, and that the balance of such power is likely to 

shift among agents depending on the nature of the organizational knowledge at stake [31]. Although 

we acknowledge the presence of mesolevel sources of variations in the organizational learning process 

as described above, we would like to propose that the main analytical level where such process may 

most influentially shape organizational members’ exchanges resides upstream, at the macrolevel of  

the organization. 

Secondly, both integrative models fall under the same caveats by overlooking the legitimacy basis 

of the organizational learning process, that is, the social conditions explaining why individual learning 

agents act on behalf of the organization in the reproduction of the organizational learning process. 

While admitting some deviations, these models ultimately rely on a consensual, non-problematic 

adhesion by individual learning agents to the organizational learning process in that matter. As illustrated 
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by the following citations, one cannot distinguish whether being an individual learning agent in such 

context expresses an active or a passive participation towards activities supporting the organizational 

learning process. 

The challenge for organizations is to manage the tension between the embedded 

institutionalized learning from the past, which enables it to exploit learning, and the new 

learning that must be (emphasis added) allowed to feed forward through the processes of 

intuiting, interpreting and integrating. [36] 

Our model (…) is built on the idea that change must occur (emphasis added) at every level 

of learning—from individual to group to organizational to environmental—and that these 

changes must become new practices and routines that enable and support the ability to use 

learning to improve performance. [34] 

Investigating the legitimacy basis of the organizational learning process invites us to think about  

the qualitative nature of the participation of individual learning agents to the organizational learning 

process. Accordingly, individual learning agents may not be equally impacted on or benefit from the 

new practices and routines introduced by the organizational learning process in the first place. 

Resistance may also be encountered by groups of individual learning agents whose interests may be 

challenged by learning new ways of being, thinking and doing in organizations. To illustrate, Thomas 

and Hardy [37] examined, in a multiple case study of two US hospitals undergoing mandatory work 

redesigns programs among surgical residents, the implementation process of reducing work hours from 

100 h to 80 h per week in order to increase occupational health and safety performance (e.g., patient 

safety, quality of work life). The authors demonstrated that multiple groups of individual learning 

agents (e.g., hierarchical levels of doctors above residents, such as chiefs and staff surgeons) expressed 

differential forms of resistance or adherence to new ways of learning work performance under more 

efficient and safer parameters. The varying stances observed across groups of learning agents translated 

power relations, and incidentally, the capacity of such groups to act upon and negotiate new work 

practices. Only one of the two hospitals where a space for renegotiation and resolution of pockets of 

resistance was allowed successfully adapted to the new work practices. We could therefore hypothesize 

that a facilitated organizational learning process does not occur without strong legitimacy basis 

provided by individual learning agents, and that such legitimacy basis cannot be presumed. Yet, none 

of these two models can satisfyingly hint how to consolidate the legitimacy basis of the organizational 

learning process. 

2.4. Organizational Learning Theory: Strengths, Limits and Challenges 

Our critical review highlighted significant epistemological and methodological elements of dissension 

across the three dominant approaches of organizational learning theory. We further proposed that this 

dissension pertained to analytical differences relative to the place allocated to the micro- or macrolevel 

components of the ecology of the organizational learning process, or as we would like to suggest here, 

to the place allocated to agency and structure. While the structural functionalist and the social 

constructivist approaches have been traditionally conceived as two opposite ends of a continuum with 

regards to agency-structure integration [10], preliminary integrative efforts from middle range theories 
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tend to support the relevance of adopting a balanced view of the organizational learning process. It is 

our contention that this last option offers promising opportunities for knowledge advancement, provided 

that strong theoretically driven parameters in the definition of agency and structure are adopted in the 

reconceptualization of the organizational learning process. 

Nevertheless, one important challenge that remains to be systematically addressed involves the 

specification of the social conditions under which organizational learning is produced and reproduced 

by individual learning agents. What we have seen so far is a more or less explicit description of the 

underlying mechanisms of the organizational learning process encompassing some form of acquisition, 

dissemination, interpretation, and institutionalization of knowledge in time at the individual, group or 

organizational level. The conceptualization of such mechanisms however has been mostly isolated 

from a comprehensive appreciation of the origins of their intra- and inter-organizational sources of 

variation. Unveiling such dynamics may shed some additional light as to why some organizations and 

their members appear to do better of in terms experiencing a facilitated organizational learning process 

than others. 

3. Moving Towards an Agency-Structure Approach to Organizational Learning 

We now turn to the sociological work of Anthony Giddens and Margaret Archer on agency-structure 

theory with the specific objective of delineating clear analytical elements upon which the constitutive 

domains of organizational learning process can be systematically anchored. Although Giddens and 

Archer’s contributions are best known for their distinctive views on agency-structure integration [10] 

and have substantively informed organizational research and practice [38,39], recent work has highlighted 

the relevancy of their complementary use for theory development [40]. 

3.1. The Modalities of Organizational Practices: Anthony Giddens 

In substance, the work of Anthony Giddens [41–43] revolves around the comprehension of the 

social production and reproduction of modern life under conditions of unprecedented spatial and 

temporal distanciation, that is “conditions under which time and space are organised so as to connect 

presence and absence” [42]. To achieve this, Giddens focuses on the pivotal issue of explaining  

both continuity and change by considering individuals and social structures as dynamic, dual forces: 

“social structures are constituted by human agency and yet at the same time they are the very medium 

of this constitution” [43]. Three core components support his theory: agency, structure, and their 

interplay, structuration. 

Agency to Giddens is a matter of knowledgeability, rationality and capability of the individuals. 

Knowledgeability refers to the stock of knowledge mobilized by agents throughout their daily practices. 

This stock of knowledge is either tacit or explicit, agents constantly drawing on either which to 

reflexively monitor their social environment. The rationality of the agents is vested in the discursive 

consciousness they have about their activity, or in other words, the justifications they can provide for 

their course of actions. For Giddens, most human activity remains at a practical level of consciousness 

under the form of taken-for-granted routines, the latter being essential to the maintenance of agents’ 

ontological security. To the extent that agents can effectively provide rational accounts of the nature of 

their transaction with their environment, their ability to consciously influence the latter in anticipated 
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directions is not unlimited. This is so because unintended consequences of action, if not reflexively 

identified by agents, revert into unacknowledged determinants for agents’ future actions. This explains 

Giddens’ interest in social practices, the enacted courses of actions performed by agents, as primary 

units for his theory [44]. Capability refers to agents’ power to act out and modify their social 

environment. Such power is always contingent upon pre-existing, structural forces such as the social 

and material circumstances of life under which agents’ activity emerges. 

To the extent that agency is shaped by such structural forces, it also works the other way around. 

The duality of structure central to Giddens’ theory stipulates that the mere existence of structure rests 

upon agents’ enactment of the latter through their daily activities. Particular to Giddens’ theory, structure 

refers to the resources (e.g., power, material goods) and rules (e.g., sanctions, values) enabling or 

constraining agents’ activity. Structures exist through their manifestations as social systems, extended 

forms of regularized social practices in time and space. Social systems have structural properties,  

that is, a social distribution of resources and rules distinctively shaping the social practices of  

their members. 

The structuration of social practices connects together agency and structure. The reciprocal 

associations between agency and structure can be systematized and abstracted into three analytical 

modalities. The political modality deals with power dynamics. At the agent level, power takes a 

transformative (i.e., agents can alter the course of action of a series of events) and relational (i.e., 

agents can secure outcomes through the doing of others) form. At the structural level, power is 

embedded in domination properties of the social system under the form of authoritative (e.g., control 

over the organization of the social time and space) and allocative (e.g., control over material goods) 

resources. Similarly, the normative modality encompasses the rights and obligations enabling or 

constraining agents’ activity, thus extending the structural legitimation properties of the social system 

(i.e., social norms, policies and laws). The semantic modality concerns the performative and 

communication elements of social practices. These elements are posited to integrate both aspects of 

agency (e.g., the enactment of mutual knowledge allowing agents to make sense about what is being 

said and done in social exchanges), and of larger signification structures (e.g., the symbolic artefacts 

and values common to agents of a given social system) [43]. Henceforth, reframing these parameters 

allows us to investigate the normative, political, and semantic dimensions of organizational learning 

practices defining organization-members exchanges in time and space. 

3.2. Reclaiming One’s Organizational Identity: Margaret Archer 

For Archer [45,46], addressing continuity and change in social life imposes more pragmatic 

considerations about the connection between agency and structure, one that needs to go beyond the 

mere assumption of their dual interdependence: “the practical analyst of society needs not only to 

know what social reality is, but also how to begin to explain it (italics in text) [45]. In delineating the 

foundations of her morphogenetic approach, Archer has a clear destination in mind: exposing the 

conditions under which agents come to causally shaped their social conditions of existence. 

At the core of Archer’ morphogenetic approach lies a dynamic interplay between agency and 

structure, putting into play two distinct yet interrelated processes: on the one hand, the morphogenesis 

which explains the conditions of social change and thus, the elaboration of social structures and, on  
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the other hand, the morphostatis which corresponds to the absence of change in social structures. 

Throughout cycles of structural elaboration and stabilization, a sequential ordering in the integration of 

agency and structure is postulated whereby structure conditions, is altered by and reproduced through 

agents’ activity. For Archer, in order to analytically and methodologically untangle these elements, 

emergent properties for both agency and structure must be allowed: “Emergent properties are relational 

(…). This signals the stratified nature of social reality where different strata possess different 

emergent properties and powers (italics in text)” [45]. Emergent properties imply that no precedence is 

given to agency or structure, as neither can through its sole influence entirely explain the course of  

the other. From this perspective, what goes on at the collective level of associative forms such as 

organizations or societies captures such structural emergent features of the social reality. Although 

Archer’s considers structure (e.g., physical artefacts) and culture (e.g., non-physical artefacts) to be 

distinguishable collective phenomenon, we will retain Giddens’ three-modal approach of structure as it 

offers analytical parameters more fruitfully attuned with our initial objective of delineating the 

domains of the organizational learning process. That being said, Archer’s conceptualization of agency 

remains integral to our analysis. 

In the morphogenetic framework, human beings are thought to experience different developmental 

stages of their agentic identity, each stage having distinctive connections with the collective as a 

whole. Primary agents represent groups of individuals sharing the same life chances (e.g., genetic, 

social, material). Any individual is thus considered a primary agent per se. Primary agents embody a 

passive form of agency derived from social position since individuals who remain at such stage lack 

either the structural opportunities allowing them to have influence on, or the individual interests to 

participate in structural change. Corporate agents emanate from individuals’ awareness of their shared 

interests, outcomes (e.g., interests groups), thereby leading to their strategic affiliation. For Archer, 

reaching the stage of corporate agency confers to regrouped individuals the causal powers to change 

their social environment and conditions. However, to the force of the numbers also correspond group 

conflicts and concessions that may constraint the full expression of their individual potentiality. Hence, 

it is only when individuals become actors that full agency and social personality culminate. Actors are 

active and creative role incumbents. What separates them from corporate agents resides in their 

reflexive capacity to reconcile their personal interests with those of the collective. 

What this subject is doing is conducing endless assessment of whether what it once 

devoted itself to as its ultimate concern(s) are still worthy of this devotion, and whether the 

price which was once paid for subordinating and accommodating other concerns is still one 

with which the subject can live. If yes, then we have a person who has determined to 

marshal his or her personal powers into a genuine act of commitment. [46] 

As such, the acquisition of social identity is not a fully volitional endeavor, but it is seen in close 

interdependence with the succession of life chances which fostered or inhibited its developmental 

trajectory: “We cannot tell the story of how some of us can find subjective satisfaction in a role without 

reference to the objective structural factors in which the role is embedded in the first place” [46].  

In that respect, translating Archer’s reflexive and creative actor into organizational analysis becomes  

a matter of understanding the emergence of conditions within organizations that will support the 

deployment of organizational identity and commitment among their members. 
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4. The Concept of Organizational Learning Practices 

Bringing together the contributions of Anthony Giddens and Margaret Archer, this section proceeds 

with the systematic identification and articulation of key analytical elements from which the 

organizational learning process can now be understood. Our critical analysis of the extant literature on 

organizational learning sought to address the following questions: What are the constitutive core 

domains of the organizational learning process? Through which analytical levels is the organizational 

learning process operating? How do individuals and organizations intersect in bringing about 

organizational learning? Answers to these questions are summarized in Table 1 and further discussed 

through the following propositions. 

Proposition 1: Knowledge is a power resource pivotal to the sustainability of organizations. 

Following Giddens’ work, a structurationist definition of organizations frequently used by organization 

theorists invites us to reframe organizations as administrative systems [47]. Administrative systems are 

characterized by systemic relations in time and space “coordinated and controlled through the exercise 

of administrative procedures which ultimately are meant to serve the intentions of the superordinate 

agents” [44]. Hence, the determination of organizational goals (e.g., productivity, growth, and innovation) 

is inherently tied back, at the source, to superordinate agents’ rationality and activity for strategic 

orientation. Superordinate agents (e.g., business owners, executives, managers, etc.) are defined by the 

quantity and effectiveness of resources they have access to, along with the range of expert skills they 

have developed to master these resources [44]. Their efficient governance thus critically rests on 

knowledge as a power resource as its access and mobilization is determining the course of the 

trajectory of their organization [41]. 

For the sake of clarity in light of the multiple epistemological stances associated with later [4], the 

concept of knowledge expresses “tested, evaluated, and surviving information”, individual learning 

agents access and mobilize in the course of their transactions with their social environment [48]. Thus, 

not all information achieves the status of knowledge at the core of the learning process experienced by 

individual learning agents [4]. From an organizational learning perspective, not all forms of knowledge 

either become relevant to insure the sustainability of organizations: only knowledge that is current, 

valid, and evaluated in congruence with the sustainability of the organizations is of matter to the 

organizational learning process [7,36]. For instance, organizations may deploy evaluation mechanisms 

(e.g., criteria for decision-making procedures aiming at knowledge evaluation) seeking to assess 

whether such appraised knowledge is in constant relevance to the pursuit of organizational goals (e.g., 

productivity, growth, and innovation) [49]. Considering the above, knowledge becomes a power 

resource where only certain groups of agents can effectively define, evaluate and shape its relevancy 

with regards to organizational goals, to the advantage of superordinate agents [50]. 
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Table 1. The Organizational Learning Practices Heuristic Tool. 

Theoretical Propositions Domains Key Organizational Learning Practices 

Proposition 1: Knowledge is a power resource pivotal to 
the sustainability of organizations. 

P 
Coordination and control mechanisms (e.g., knowledge management systems [7]);  
Transformative power (e.g., critical assessment of knowledge [15]);  
Relational power (e.g., power imbalance in access and mobilization of knowledge [51]). 

Proposition 2: Collectively shared practices defining a 
given organization are the main analytical units of the 
organizational learning process. 

- 
This proposition stipulates that key organizational learning practices from core 
dimensions are collective-level phenomenon. 

Proposition 3: The constitutive domains of the 
organizational learning process can only be understood 
comprehensively in relation to the political, normative 
and semantic modalities of its organizational context  
of emergence. 

N 

Enabling or constraining organizational sanctions framing individual learning agents’ 
work environment and its involvement with knowledge access and mobilization (e.g., 
safe psychological climate for experimentation [51], enriching psychosocial work 
environment [52,53]). 

S 
Acts of acquiring, interpreting, and sharing knowledge expressed by the individual 
learning agents in a context where knowledge is seen as a highly praised resource 
paramount to organizational sustainability (e.g., knowledge sharing [54,55]). 

P See Proposition 1 

Proposition 4: Transformative opportunity structures 
embedded in the organizational learning process provide 
the conditions for the development and consolidation of 
organizational identity and commitment. 

N, P, S 

This proposition stipulates that key organizational learning practices (Proposition 1  
to 3), when facilitated in organizations, consist in transformative opportunity structures 
framing individual learning agents’ active participation to the organizational  
learning process. 

Note: N: Normative; P: Political; S: Semantic. 
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Applying Giddens’ political modality of social practices informs us here that to access such current 

and validated knowledge, superordinate agents must rely on a range of control and coordination 

mechanisms. The purpose of such mechanisms resides in the constant scanning of the internal and 

external environment of organizations in time and space. Such insights are in line with control and 

coordination systems discussed earlier by the structural functionalist approach [13]. Arguably, coordination 

and control mechanisms are thus a key organizational learning practice whose function resides in the 

acquisition of knowledge. Likewise, stored information in knowledge management systems most often 

associated with the function of organizational memory (e.g., [7]) can be reconceived as an authoritative 

resource supporting such mechanisms of control and coordination [44]. 

The essence of power in Giddens’ structuration theory is also relational and transformative. The 

inherent asymmetrical distribution of knowledge within organizations derived from agents’ position in 

the organizational structure is in our view at the heart of the organizational learning process. For 

instance, the exercise of superordinate agents’ authority and governance over organizational members’ 

exchanges is vested in the relational power they have over their subordinates’ course of actions.  

But the mere exercise of this power is not without boundaries. Relational power is dialectical, meaning 

that subordinates, through their own agency, can more or less consciously comply with, resist to,  

or tacitly reproduce directives coming from above, thereby establishing such boundaries. By considering 

knowledge as a power resource, a shift in the analytical focus is introduced emphasizing the larger 

political conditions under which differentiation processes among all organizational members happen. 

The issue of knowledge access is intrinsically related to that of its mobilization, as well, in our view,  

to that of its validity assessment. Indeed, the seminal work of Argyris and Schön [15] on double  

loop learning reminds us that the process of securing the validity of knowledge in organizations is 

dependent upon agents’ ability to question and critically assess taken-for-granted assumptions about 

organizational norms, values and practices. 

From both Giddens and Archer’s standpoints, the capacity to reflexively connect one’s course of 

actions to its social contexts of emergence is a key transformative leverage in the constitution of 

agency. Equitable chances in access to (i.e., relational power) and efficient mobilization of knowledge 

(i.e., transformative power) in organizations correspond to two additional complementary organizational 

learning practices embedded in power relations. 

Proposition 2: Collectively shared practices defining a given organization are the main analytical 

units of the organizational learning process. 

The agency-structure lens put forth here emphasized two important precisions with regards to  

the meaningful units of analysis of the organizational learning process. First, attention is primarily 

drawn towards organizational practices specifically aiming at maintaining knowledge in flow within 

organizations. Thus, organizational learning practices are about how knowledge circulates through 

political, normative and semantic dynamics, and should therefore be distinguished from their outcomes 

(e.g., innovation, performance, or change). This clarification is important, as many authors have equated 

organizational learning with actual or potential change in individual learning agents’ behaviors [7].  

In addition, moving away from cognitive outcomes such as potential change in individual learning 

agents’ behaviors or motivation to learn as benchmarks for the organizational learning process,  
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to factual social practices performed by individual learning agents, redirects the analysis to what 

concretely happens when organizational learning occurs [15]. Empirically, targeting social practices 

supporting or hindering the organizational learning process yields new potentials in terms of accuracy 

of the observations sought by researchers and practitioners, accuracy that could only have been 

approximated with cognitive outcomes for instance. 

Another important precision associated with this second proposition is tied to Archer’s analytical 

dualism positing emergent properties at the individual and organizational level. We identify the 

organization as the main unit of analysis since it is at that structuring level that exchanges with the 

external environment critical to the organizational learning process are the most clearly and intensively 

anchored in time and space. By this precision, we do not wish however to dismiss the importance  

of mesosystemic structures such as communities of practices to the organizational learning process. 

Rather, we see them as intra-organizational sources of variation modulating the organizational learning 

process within organizations. In our view, the fundamental basis of human activity in organizations 

reflects structures of domination, legitimation and signification located at the macrosystemic level of 

the organization as the main unit of analysis. 

This brings us to another important clarification. Organizational learning is about the presence of 

collectively shared practices or otherwise stated, typical ways of being, doing and experiencing characterizing 

members of a given organization. Organizational practices are history and context-dependent [8].  

They express the regularization or routinization of individual learning agents’ organizational activities 

in time and space. For example, a knowledge management system that is not recurrently used by a 

significant proportion of individual learning agents could not be equated as a regularized organizational 

learning practice. As individual learning agents are undeniably the medium of the shared social 

practices supporting the organizational learning process, the identification of collective patterns in such 

practices clearly points to the organization as the main analytical unit of reference yet again. 

Proposition 3: The constitutive domains of the organizational learning process can only be understood 

comprehensively in relation to the political, normative and semantic modalities of its organizational 

context of emergence. 

Throughout our analysis, we have demonstrated that the structural functionalist, social 

constructivist and middle range approaches presented important caveats with regards to their 

respective integration of agency and structure. A direct result from this is the inconsistency 

encountered in the primary organizational learning practices underlying the organizational learning 

process. As we have begun to outline above, centering the analytical focus on power relations 

(Proposition 1) embedded in organizations unveiled sources of inequalities among organizational 

agents otherwise obscured by the mere formulation of the organizational learning process through its 

structural functions (i.e., acquisition, diffusion, interpretation and institutionalization). We have further 

suggested that agents, through their social interactions, actively contribute to the production and 

reproduction of organizational-level structural dynamics (i.e., normative, political, semantic) superseding 

organizational exchanges above and beyond other associative forms also present within organizations (e.g., 

communities of practices, occupational groups). The latter observations are thus indicative that 
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emergent knowledge may relevantly be derived from a reconfiguration of the organizational learning 

process from an agency-structure approach. 

Following this, we posit that the identification of the core domains of the organizational learning 

process could heuristically be guided by a systematic examination of the normative, political and 

semantic modalities of its underlying collectively shared practices. Furthermore, and in line with 

Giddens’ recommendations, the separation between the three modalities should exclusively be viewed 

as analytical as these are likely to be closely intertwined in reality. Given that the political domain of 

the organizational learning process and associated organizational learning practices (i.e., transformative 

power, relational power, control and coordination) were discussed above, we will now turn to the 

semantic and normative domains. 

The semantic domain integrates the performative components of the individual act of acquiring, 

interpreting, and sharing knowledge whose definition rests on commonly held assumptions by 

members of a given organization about the meaning of this highly praised resource paramount to 

organizational sustainability. Past empirical work has shown that subjective perceptions about group 

members’ behaviors and attitudes towards knowledge sharing positively impacted on personal intent to 

share knowledge in return [56]. Reciprocity in knowledge sharing translates trust among agents; that is 

the willingness to take risks and engage in mutual cooperation and disclosure of knowledge [54,55]. 

For such risks to be undertaken, the alleviation of power imbalance in the definition of what is an 

acceptable, skilled performance needs to be achieved [51]. Moreover, individual and sectorial interests 

gained from the potential retention of knowledge need to be surpassed for such reciprocity to be 

completely instilled by agents. The valuing of knowledge in organizations through reciprocity in social 

exchanges underscores a key organizational learning practice disclosed by the semantic domain of the 

organizational learning process. 

Lastly, the normative domain is concerned with enabling or constraining sanctions framing individual 

learning agents’ activities. Assuming that the democratic development of agents’ critical reflexivity is 

fundamental to the organizational learning process (Proposition 1), the normative dimension acknowledges 

the presence of positive or negative organizational sanctions shaping the deployment of the latter.  

The implementation of a safe psychological climate where experimentation and risk acceptance are 

being positively rewarded [51] as well as of a high quality psychosocial work environment (e.g., high 

rewards, involvement in decision-making process, supportive colleagues and supervisory exchanges, 

adequate workload levels) [52,53], conveys the message that individual learning agents’ aspirations 

and needs for well-being, productivity and self-development are legitimately acknowledged as an 

integral part of the sustainability of organizations [57,58]. 

For this to happen, a rebalancing in the access and the mobilization of positive features of the 

organizational environment (i.e., enriching psychosocial tasks content, safe psychological climate 

fostering critical reflexivity and knowledge exchange) has to take place. We would like to borrow from 

the work by Macintyre and associates [59] to characterize these positive features of the organizational 

environment as opportunity structures: “We have conceptualised features such as these as ‘opportunity 

structures’, that is, socially constructed and socially patterned features of the physical and social 

environment which may promote or damage health either directly, or indirectly through the possibilities 

they provide for people to live healthy lives”. Organizations do this when they explicitly state and 

agree to a work organization that allows for organizational knowledge to be accessed and critically 
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assessed (e.g., career-long training curricula, job enrichment policies, etc.). Active promotion of such 

opportunity structures constitutes the last key organizational learning practice that emanates from our 

agency-structure analysis of the organizational learning process. 

Proposition 4: Transformative opportunity structures embedded in the organizational learning process 

provide the conditions for the development and consolidation of organizational identity and commitment. 

Thus far, we have sought to describe how the political, normative and semantic dimensions  

of the organizational learning process were constituted within organizations. We have proposed that 

knowledge, as a pivotal power resource to the sustainability of organizations, was unevenly distributed, 

its concentration notably among superordinate agents leading to inequalities in its definition, access, 

and mobilization. What remains to be addressed now are these two pivotal questions: Why, under such 

imbalanced circumstances, subordinate agents still participate through their daily work activities to the 

organizational learning process? How can we describe the nature of their participation accordingly? 

In substance, Giddens’ account of the legitimacy basis of administrative power rests on subordinate 

agents’ tacit compliance with the enduring character of organizational hierarchy and asymmetry. Tacit 

compliance presupposes the acceptance by subordinate agents of their inability to have fully delimited 

causal powers to change the dominant order in place [44]. While this distinction shares some proximity 

with that of Archer’s primary and corporate agents, it seemingly lacks the analytical depth of Archer’s 

organizational actor who actively invests and fulfills himself/herself through his/her role in the 

organization [40]. 

Translating Archer’s actor into the organizational learning process incorporates a compelling 

argument for the necessity of considering the sustainability of organizations from an integrative view 

in sync with individuals’ basic needs for healthy self-development in adulthood [57,58]. Accordingly, 

transformative opportunity structures conveyed by the organizational learning process can be 

understood as those opportunity structures specifically fostering individual learning agents’ capacity 

to critically appraise their tacit frames for action and organizational circumstances [15,41],  

thereby allowing for the meaningful reconnection between their individual goals and those of  

their organization [46]. In sum, individual learning agents can be said to be genuinely willing to 

constructively acquire, self-reflect and share knowledge on behalf of larger organizational purposes 

because they are apt to critically and reflexively connect such collective endeavors with their own 

purposeful trajectory. This reconciliation can only result in a specific arrangement between the 

normative, political, and semantic features of the organizational context for such transformative 

opportunity structures to be set in place within organizations. 

5. Discussion 

The objective of this paper was to provide a systematic account of the core domains of the 

organizational learning process through a critical appraisal of three dominant approaches in 

organizational learning theory (i.e., structural functionalist, social constructivist and middle range 

approaches). The ecology of the organizational learning process required that strong theoretically 

anchored assumptions emanating from such systematization efforts also adequately addressed the 

complexity of its multilevel dynamics. In order to achieve our objectives, we relied on agency-structure 
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theory and, in particular, on the contributions of Anthony Giddens and Margaret Archer. In line  

with a recent stream of research building on the rich exploitation of theoretical complementarity in 

agency-structure theory [40], our reformulation of the organizational learning process under such 

theoretical assumptions emphasized the strengths of both Giddens and Archer’s contributions to the 

study of organizations. 

The four theoretical propositions introduced in this article adhere, along with Giddens and Archer’s 

theories of change and continuity in social practices, to a dynamic appreciation of the organizational 

learning process. In our view, organizational learning can be best understood as the process inherent to 

the constitution of organizational knowledge embedded in political, normative and semantic dynamics 

of organizations and conveyed by the collectively shared social practices held by their members. 

Organizational learning is about organizations and their members, about structure and agency being 

considered as equally important parts of the equation. This perspective sheds novel insights as to how 

common grounds for discussion can be established to connect the plurality of theoretical approaches in 

organizational learning theory. 

Major implications for research associated with our heuristic tool of organizational learning practices 

are two-fold. Our analysis of the organizational learning theory allowed us to: (a) bridge major streams 

of organizational learning theory to systematically pinpoint overarching key constitutive domains of 

the organizational learning process; and (b) delineate the contribution of individual learning agents and 

organizational structures in the understanding of the ecology of the organizational learning process. 

Comprehensive advancements in organizational learning theory should target its underlying political, 

normative and semantic domains, as well as how they dynamically condition agency and structure 

within organizations. Mapping out these analytical elements and showing their interconnections is an 

important task at hand. A future step for research therefore resides in moving on with a finer empirical 

appreciation as to how the normative, political and semantic dynamics of organizational learning 

process operate under different organizational settings (e.g., private/public sectors, small medium sized 

enterprises vs. large enterprises, local/national vs. multinational enterprises). Additionally, given that 

organizations are always in constant movement, narrowing the causal dynamics of the organizational 

learning process should also be prioritized. Designing longitudinal case studies drawing from 

quantitative and/or qualitative methodological paradigms will inform us of potential key milestones 

defining the trajectory of achieving a facilitated organizational learning process. 

At the practical level, perhaps the most significant contribution of the organizational learning 

practices tool is the identification of the conditions under which transformative opportunity structures 

are most likely to unfold. One possible area where benefits both at the individual and organizational 

level can be triggered in that respect relates to human capital development. Following our analysis, 

corporate training represents an important source of organizational rewards for workers, opening them 

to novel organizational knowledge which can relevantly expand and refine their understanding of their 

work activities [60]. Yet, for this knowledge to be transposed and altered to adequately fit individuals’ 

work environment and task structure, optimal political, normative and semantic leverages must be in 

place to allow for the integration and conversion of that new knowledge into durable organizational 

learning practices. As such, workers need to be exposed to transformative opportunity structures that 

will allow them to confidently build their own competency in critically evaluating the potential 

benefits—and limits—of this newly acquired knowledge for themselves, as well as for their organization. 
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Hence, we can only concur with the view of Bokeno [61] suggesting that organizational interventions 

targeting the development of transformative opportunity structures may have a profound impact on 

matters of democracy, empowerment and equity in organizations in that regards. 

6. Conclusions 

By interrogating the political, normative and semantic domains of organizational learning practices, 

researchers and practitioners are invited to think about the kind of transformative opportunity structures 

they wish to see emerging in organizations. The rewards that will punctuate their quest are of great 

appeal: building a better future for our organizations, as well as their members. 
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